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Abstract-Let[V2 + k2n(x~,23)]u(x1,x2,x3) = -6(x1 -y1)6(x2 -y2)6(~3 - ys) in R”+. Assume 
that U(XI,X~,X~ = 0, yl,y2 = 0, y3 = 0, k) is measured at the plane P := {x : 23 = 0) for all 
positions of the source on the line y = (yi, y2 = 0, ys = 0), -oo < yr < 00, and receiver on the plane 
(~1, x2, x3 = 0), -oo < xl, 22 < 00, and for low-frequencies 0 < Ic < Ice, Ice > 0 is an arbitrary small 
wave number. Assume that n(zi,xs) is an arbitrary bounded piecewise-continuous function. The 
basic result is: the above low-frequency surface data determine n(zi , x3) uniquely. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1,2], the exact solution of several inverse problems of geophysics was given and the theory 
for inversion of low-frequency surface data was developed. Consider the basic model problem of 
geophysics, based on the equation 
[v2 + kT2 + h2+l, z2,23)]u = -6(x1 - ?41)+2 - ?/2)6(x3 - !/3), in W3, 
where V(Z), 1~: = (~1, Q, zs), is a practically arbitrary compactly supported inhomogeneity with 
support in W3_ := {z : 2s < 0). An analytical reconstruction of V(Z) from the low-frequency 
surface data u(~,S, k), 4 = (zi,~), jj = (yi, ys), 5,jj E P := {cc : 23 = 0}, 0 < k < ke, Ice > 0 
is arbitrarily small, is given in [l] and [2, p. 1361. The assumption that V(Z) is compactly 
supported is essential. However, if V(Z) = 4~s) and it is not assumed to be compactly supported 
(413) can be an arbitrary function, locally L2, vanishing for zs < 0 and at most of polynomial 
growth as $3 + +oo), then in [1,2] an analytical solution of the inverse problem of finding 42s) 
from the low-frequency surface data ~($9 = 0, k), 0 < k < ko, f E R2, is given. Note that in 
this problem, the position of the source is fixed at the origin, ys = x3 = 0, $ = 0. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the inverse problem of finding V(Z), without assuming 
that V(Z) has compact support, from the low-frequency surface data. The strategy is similar to 
the one developed in [1,2], but a new complication should be dealt with. This complication comes 
from the fact that the inhomogeneity now depends on two variables. 
Let us formulate the inverse problem investigated in this paper. Assume that the following 
conditions (A) hold: 
(A) V(X) := n(z) - 1 := 21(x1,23), w(zl,x3) = 0 for 23 < 0, n(z) > 0, 
V(Z) is real-valued, locally L2, Iv(x)/ 5 c, where c = const independent of zc. 
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[V2 + k2n(x1, x3)]u = -4(x - y) in W3 (1) 
2 = (%23)r P := (51,22), Y = (&Y3)7 6 := (Yl, Y2). 
The inverse problem (IP) is: given T.J(z~, x2,x3 = O,yi,y2 = 0,~s = 0, k), Vk E (0, ko), 
Vxi, 22 E R2, Vyi E R’, ko > 0 is arbitrarily small, find n(x,, x3). 
Thus, we use the low-frequency surface data with the source moving along the line y2 = y3 = 0. 
2. SOLUTION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
Define $&,E,xs) := & s-w exp(i[x2)u(zr, 22,~) dxz. The Fourier transform is understood 
in the sense of distribution theory. Write (1) as 
[Q2 - t2 + k2n(xl, x3)]@ = -6(x1 - y1)S(x3 - ~3). (2) 
Here Q2 = 6 + 
1 
&, and + should vanish at infinity. The solution $ satisfies the equation: 
3 
$(Z, jj) = g(Z - #) + k2 
J 
g(f - z)n(z)$(z, y) dz, / := [Idzl aids,, (3) 
where 3 := (x1,23), z = (zi,zs), g(Z - 6) = &H,$‘)(iclZ - y[), Hi,‘)(<) is the Hankel function, 
T,!J(Z, jj) = +(Z, J; <), 5 > 0. It is well known 13, p. 7361 that 
where Kc(<) is a modified Bessel function. If E > 0, the integral operator in (3) is bounded in 
C(W3,)and its norm goes to zero as k + 0. Therefore, for sufficiently small k, equation (3) is 
uniquely solvable in C(Rt) and the following limit exists: 
4 := 4(5, @, c) := 4 ,liio 9 = f /dz n(z)Ko([l5 - zl)Ko(Clfi - ~1). 
Assume that 2s = ys = 0, that is, the source and receiver are on the surface x3 = 0. Then 
+(zi,yi,<) is known for all xi,yr E W1, 2s = 313 = 0, and all < E R+ := (0,oo). Equation (5) 
yields: 
4 := 4h,Yl,C) = $1 dzn(~PMS[(xl - d2 + z$‘/~)Ko(<[(Y~ - z~)~ + ~321~‘~). (6) 
Using (4), take the Fourier transform of (6) in the variables xi and yi, and let X and p be the 
corresponding Fourier transform variables. This yields: 
Define H(X, I) := h(X, X, <)(r2 + X2). Put X = ~1 in (7) to get 
H(X, <) = 
s 
dz n(z) exp{-2z3(t2 + /\2)1/2} exp(2iAzi), XEW, tEB+. (8) 
Define the Fourier transform: 
I 
00 
dzl exp(ivzi)n(zi, zs) := q(v, 3). (9) 
--oo 
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If q(v, zs) is found, then n(zl, zs) is easy to calculate: 
n(q,z3) = L 2~ J _m exp( -i=l)q(v, z3) dv. co 
Equation (8) can be written as 
H(;>t) = Jm 
0 
dzsexp{ -2zs (<2+$)1’2]q(u,z3J. 
(10) 
Fix an arbitrary v > 0. Then (11) is an equation for p(q) := q(v,z3). Namely, denote m(s) := 
H(v/2,5), (v is fixed), where s := 2(<2+~2/4)1/2, 5 = (s~-v’)~/~/~, s > V. Then equation (11) 
takes the form 
J 
00 da exp( -w)&) = m(s), s > u. PI 
0
Therefore, p(zs) := q(v,z3) can be uniquely found for any v > 0 by inverting the Laplace 
transform since m(s) is known for any v > 0 and all s > V. If q(v, ~3) is found, then n(z1, z3) is 
uniquely found by formula (10). 
This completes the description of the analytic solution of the inverse problem. Let us formulate 
the result. 
THEOREM. The IP has at most one solution in the class of the functions ~(21,~s) satisfying 
conditions (A). 
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